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Some key questions and points
Are there tensions between liberalizing commercial policy and attaining SDG 
targets? 

Is there room for commerce-liberalizing policy that improves the SDGs? 

❖ Uncertainty feeds skepticism about the nature and sign of trade influence on SDGs

Answering questions of this type requires “a mapping … between each type of 
commercial policy intervention and each SDG indicator deemed in-scope”

How do we construct such a mapping?

❖ “Short-run, single market, partial equilibrium perfectly competitive model” 

❖ When will this model give the right answers? 
❖ When will it advance the case for commercial policy as a tool? 
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Mapping trade/trade policy and SDG outcomes  

❖ UN (2015): “International trade is an engine for inclusive economic growth 
and poverty reduction, and contributes to the promotion of sustainable 
development” 

❖ Beyond this statement, however, the SDGs contain surprisingly few 
references to trade or trade policy— and almost no guidance as to 
mechanisms or conditions for success

❖ Challenge: many trade-SDG linkages are indirect; many (most?) are 
conditional on specific features of markets, institutions, and policies
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The biggest effect: income gains from trade 
❖ Income growth from trade greatly lowers the 

cost of achieving the most basic SDG targets

❖ Poverty, hunger (lack of purchasing power), 
basic health care, literacy (SDGs 1-4) 

❖ Bangladesh RMG export boom due to EBA and 
upstream tariff cuts: 

❖ 4m direct new jobs, higher wages
❖ Poverty fell by 30p.p. 1991-2016, to 15%
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Trade → income growth mechanisms

❖ Trade takes advantage of abundant resources (e.g., labor)

❖ Increased labor demand, higher wages and incomes

❖ Direct effects on the employed
❖ Indirect effects on linked industries (construction), linked labor markets 

(migration) and source communities (remittances)

❖ But gains & their distribution are conditional on institutions and domestic 
policy settings: labor mobility, formality, tolerance for child labor, … 
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Does trade improve conditions in labor 
markets? “Two targets, two policies” 
(Tinbergen rule)
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Environmental benefits need strong institutions
❖ Income growth also positions countries to manage their environment and 

natural resource assets in more sustainable manner

❖ But again, market and institutional failures can reverse this —> another type 
of “race to the bottom”

❖ E.g., Indonesia’s oil palm boom

❖ Other GE consequences of “spending effect” vs. “income growth”

❖ Does trade/trade liberalization aid or hinder progress on social & envir. 
SDGs? Answer depends not on trade opportunities, but on other factors 
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What can we conclude, and how to proceed? 
❖ Income effects of trade are indisputably beneficial

❖ But broader gains require addressing human & environmental vulnerabilities

❖ To map effects of trade on SDG targets takes care in choice of tools & methods

❖ Find influential factors conditioning impact of trade
❖ Take account of general equilibrium (intersectoral) costs and benefits
❖ Identify policies that can correct distortions, resolve externalities

❖ Rhetorical note: skepticism regarding trade’s SDG benefits is usually misplaced

❖ Policy problem: necessary reforms are mostly in the domain of domestic policy
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Thank you! 

Ian_Coxhead@ide.go.jp

https://coxhead.wordpress.com/
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